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Neutron diffraction measurements have been carried out for non-destructive characterization and numerical
predictions validation of the residual stresses in a mock-up of the ITER-like divertor target plasma-facing component,
made by hot radial pressing of 4 tungsten blocks to a CuCrZr cooling pipe via a soft copper interlayer. The neutron
diffraction measurements were carried out, at room temperature, at FRM II reactor in Garching. Stress-relieved W and
CuCrZr were examined as reference state before joining. The 3D stress tensor was determined in one of the two  external
W-blocks and CuCrZr pipe segments, scanning the mock-up from the outer surface of the W block towards the inner wall
of the CuCrZr pipe with the interval of 0.4-0.5 mm. A residual stress distribution from tension to compression through the
bonding line is detected, as expected from the requirement of force balance. Except at the interlayer, stresses well below
100 MPa are found, confirming the good fabrication quality of the investigated monoblock. These experimental results  are
comparable with the FEM-based numerical prediction, but at the interlayer and inside the pipe a sharper spatial resolution
is needed for the neutron diffraction measurements to catch the hoop and axial stress gradient profile.
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1. Introduction

A reliable and accurate characterization of residual
stresses is of utmost relevance in the design of plasma-
facing components and more specifically of the
divertor [1]. Theoretical calculations and FEM
modeling of the stress field present in such components
provide an essential tool in the design phase, since they
are based on well-assessed physical assumptions and
mathematical procedures [2-4]. However, they need to
be validated by comparison with experimental results,
obtained by measuring the stresses, non-destructively
and in the bulk, on the real components after all the
fabrication steps are achieved. Neutron diffraction is
probably the only technique capable of providing such
experimental data; it is widely utilized for stress
mapping in complex samples of industrial interest and
it is based on an internationally acknowledged
protocol, both concerning the measurements
themselves and the data treatment. The comparison
between such experimental results and the numerical
predictions requires to analyze carefully the respective
fundamental assumptions of the two procedures  and to
consider that ideal samples are usually assumed in
modeling, while neutron diffraction
experiments are carried out on real samples,
potentially affected by undesired and uncontrolled
uncertainties relating to sample fabrication, material
heterogeneity, etc. This combined numerical and

experimental procedure has been applied to the
characterization of residual stresses in an ITER-like
tungsten monoblock.

2. Material characterization

The investigated ITER-like diffusion bonded 4-tiles
W-Cu-CuCrZr mock-up is shown in Fig. 1; reference is
made to  [5, 6] for a description of mock-up fabrication
by hot radial pressing (HRP) at 580°C and all technical
details. The bonding between the W tile and CuCrZr
tube is obtained by a 0.1 mm thick pure Cu interlayer.
The quality of the obtained bonding was tested by
ultrasounds, finding good results for all of the four tiles,
except within 1 mm from the outer surfaces of each tile.
In addition to the mock-up, a stress relieved un-brazed
tile and an un-brazed segment of CuCrZr tube were
prepared as  un-strained reference samples for the
neutron diffraction measurements.

3. Stress calculation
For 3D FEM stress calculation, the same geometry,
materials, temperature-dependent elastic/visco-plastic
properties and fabrication process as the experimentally
investigated mock-up were taken [7-11]. The heat
treatment case B (solution-annealed and aged) of the
ITER MPH was taken, as it turned out to be the closest
to the actual tensile properties of the CuCrZr alloy pipe
afterHRP.
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Fig. 1 -  ITER-like diffusion bonded 4-tiles W-Cu-CuCrZr mock-up, with 0.1 mm Cu interlayer, and related sizes; the W tiles are
each 12 mm thick. The principal stress components are also  indicated.

 Stress-free temperature of 580°C and uniform cooling
were assumed. The real time scale of  HRP was taken
together with the applied pressure for creep simulation,
assuming only secondary creep due to the lack of
material data. 3D quarter geometry model was used with
kinematic symmetry boundary conditions. The thin Cu
interlayer was included in the model [9]. J2 plasticity
with the von-Mises type yield criterion was assumed,
which allows at least one of the three principal stress
components exceed the yield stress (see hoop stress in
Fig. 4 below).

4. Experimental technique
      Reference is made to [12-14] for a general
presentation on the use of neutron diffraction for strain
and stress determination and to [15-19] for applications
to divertor components. The measurement of strains and
stresses by neutron or X-ray diffraction is based on the
well-known Bragg’s law

lq ndhkl =sin2                                                     (1)
relating the spacing, dhkl between crystallographic lattice
planes characterized by Miller indices hkl with the
wavelength, l, and the angle 2q where the reflection is
observed. The main advantage of utilizing neutron
beams with respect to X-rays is their deeper penetration,
up to a few cm in some materials. Defining the strain e
as:
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where d and d0 are strained and un-strained lattice
spacing respectively, e is determined by the shift in the
position of the Bragg peaks. A ‘strain-free’ sample is
therefore needed. Defining X, Y, Z the principal
directions of deformation, the residual stresses
components are given by:
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where E is the Young modulus and n the Poisson’s
ratio.

      The neutron diffraction measurements were carried
out, at room temperature, at the STRESS-SPEC
diffractometer [20], operated at the FRM-II reactor, in
Garching. The selected neutron wavelength was 1.47 Ǻ,
produced by a Si (004) monochromator. One of the two
external W-blocks and CuCrZr pipe segments were
investigated, scanning the mock-up from the outer
surface of the W block towards the inner wall of the
CuCrZr pipe with the interval of 0.4-0.5 mm. The
measured gauge volumes, defined by primary slit and a
radial collimator (FWHM =1 mm ) at outgoing beam
side, were the following: 1x5x1 mm3 for radial and hoop
directions, 1x3x1 mm3 for W block and 1x2x1 mm3 for
CuCrZr tube respectively in the axial direction. The 2D
detector was set at 90°, to cover simultaneously W (310)
reflection (2θ≈94.4°) and Cu (311) reflection (2θ≈84.8°),
utilized to measure the peak shift and strain calculation.
The experimental layout for the mock-up is shown in
Fig.s 2 a-b, where the principal stress directions are
indicated.

a)

b)

Fig. 2.  Experimental layout for measurements of stress
components in ITER-like diffusion bonded 4-tiles W-CuCrZr
mock-up, with 0.1 mm Cu interlayer: a) radial and hoop
components, b) axial component.
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The SteCa fitting procedure [21] was utilized to fit the
measured diffraction peaks and to obtain the 2θ value of
each point, with associated errors. The correction of so
called spurious strains [22], due to the instrument setup,
has been applied to the points close to the interlayer.
Strains were calculated by Eq. (1). Then, by Eq.(3), the
stresses were calculated, assuming Young moduli and
Poisson’s ratio values of  401 GPa and 0.283 for W, and
of  128 GPa and 0.33 for CuCrZr respectively [6, 8].

5. Results and discussion
     Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 present the three principal
components of residual strains and stresses, respectively
measured by neutron diffraction, each one compared to
the numerically FEM calculated residual strains and
stresses.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 3. Experimentally measured and numerically
calculated residual micro-strains for the three principal
components illustrated in Fig. 2. The Cu interlayer is
located at approximately 8 mm.

Generally, the experimental data show a very low strain
level for all three strain components through the vertical
scan profile except in the cooling pipe region. In the
tungsten armor region, no significant remnant strain is
measured as predicted by FEM indicating that there is
neither macroscopic residual stress due to differential
thermal strain mismatch nor mesoscopic stress due to
micro-structural heterogeneity or any other fabrication
defect. The latter confirms the good fabrication quality
of the sample mock-up used. On the other hand, a
discrepancy is seen at the interlayer and inside the pipe
for the hoop and the axial components. This is
tentatively attributed to factors limiting the accuracy of
either the experimental measurement or the numerical
simulation, or probably both.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 4. Experimentally measured and numerically
calculated residual stresses for the three principal
components illustrated in Fig. 2. The Cu interlayer is
located at approximately 8 mm.
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      Namely, as already mentioned  the spatial resolution
of the neutron beam scan was relatively coarse (0.4 – 0.5
mm) and the gauge volume was rather big as well (2, 3
or 5 mm3, depending on the stress components) so that
the obtained strain profile, particularly in the sharp
transition region around the interlayer and inside the
pipe, is averaged over a voxel volume far too large to
accurately observe the involved deformation
mechanisms. Furthermore, the crystallographic texture
present in the extruded pipe complicates the diffraction
measurements and is not included in the FEM model;
Cu/CuCrZr inter-diffusion should also be investigated, to
check possible changes in the lattice spacing of the pipe.
A sharper linear spatial resolution and gauge volume
shall be adopted in the future measurements, possibly
comparable with the size of the interlayer region (0.1
mm) and more adequate for mapping the 2 mm thick
CuCrZr pipe.

Another major source of errors may be attributed to
the material model (particularly CuCrZr) used for FEM.
For the thermal strain simulation, a monotonic elasto-
viscoplastic constitutive model was employed where J2
type plasticity (i.e. von Mises yield criterion) with
isotropic hardening and the secondary creep was
considered using temperature dependent material
parameters. However, the primary creep was not applied
due to the complete lack of material data in the literature.
The primary creep should have a much pronounced
effect on stress relaxation than the secondary creep,
especially for a short period thermal exposure. The
numerical analysis revealed that the stress relaxation
effect by the secondary creep was surprisingly
negligible, though the duration of the joining process
amounted to 5 hours at 500-600°C. It is still an open
question that to what extent the primary creep would
relax the intensity of residual stresses. This issue remains
a topic for future study.

6. Conclusions

Numerical modeling and experimental investigation,
by means of neutron diffraction, have been combined to
characterize the stress field in an as-received 4 tiles
ITER-like divertor monoblock. Experimental strain and
stress values are in the same order of magnitude as the
theoretical ones and also in several of the investigated
points coincident, within the experimental errors. A
sharper gauge volume and additional micro-structural
information on the Cu/CuCrZr interface will be
necessary to provide a more detailed mapping at the
interlayer and inside the pipe, in order to validate the
strain and stress gradients numerically predicted in such
a critical region.
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